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1. INTRODUCTION 
The functional equation 
f(e-1) =&f(x) + 1, (1) 
where 4 is known and f is to be found, is said to be of Abelian type: it is 
related to Schroeder’s functional equation 
g(O)) = Y&T(X) (2) 
by the obvious relation f = log g/log y, when y # 1. 
The method of solution of (2) in a neighbourhood of a fixed point x0 of 
Q where d’(x,) = y, IyI < 1, was given by Koenigs, the case y = 1 was 
considered by Leau, and the whole subject greatly enlarged and deepened 
by Fatou (see [5] and the references there to earlier work). 
More recently [7, 6, 31, particular interest has focused on the case 
f#~(x) = eAx where 2 is a real positive parameter. The behaviour of solutions 
depends on the value of A, and there are three cases to consider: 
Case 1. 0 < il < e-l. In this case the equation e”’ = x has two real solu- 
tions which we shall denote by c, d, where 0 < c < e < d. The point x = c is 
an attractive fixed point with derivative y = AepLc, I = ye-‘. 
Case 2: 2 = e-l. In this case y = 1 and the real roots in Case 1 coalesce 
to give c=d=e. 
Case 3: A> eP’. In this case there are no real roots of elX = x. The 
existence of a solution analytic in a neighborhood of the real axis was 
proved by Kneser [6] in the case I = 1. 
This paper is principally concerned with Case 2, that is, with solutions of 
f(e”‘) =f(z) + 1. 
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We shall show the existence of two distinct solutions f‘, , f; of (3) which 
are analytic on domains which include the intervals ( - x, e) and (e, x ), 
respectively. These domains extend to most of the complex plane (indeed 
to the whole of @ \ ( - DJ, e] in case of fi); however, the complicated nature 
of the singularity at z = e prevents J; and fi from being direct analytic con- 
tinuations. It is curious to note that if we use the Koenigs method in Case 1 
to construct a solution on the interval (-x, c) and then take a limit as 
i+e-’ we get not f, but ifi. 
As Fatou has shown, the solution of an equation such as (3) depends on 
the study of iterations of certain mappings in the neighbourhood of a fixed 
point where the derivative is unity. For our purposes in constructing f, and 
f2 these are given by a(z) = 1 - emZ and b(z) = log( 1 + z), respectively, at 
z = 0. We give the construction of fi and fi in Section 2, and numerical 
values for some real and complex values of the argument in Section 3. In 
Section 4 we mention some tentative calculations carried out in Case 3 
when 1= 1. 
Finally we quote from the conclusion of Fatou’s paper. “However incom- 
plete this study of analytic transcendents defined by iterative functional 
equations may be, we think it is sufficient o demonstrate the interest which 
they possess: certain of these functions, which have simple properties and 
have singularities different in kind from those considered up to the present, 
would seem to deserve an important place in analysis alongside the elliptic 
and automorphic functions with which they have an obvious affinity.” 
2. ITERATION OF CERTAIN EXPONENTIAL AND L~CARITHMIC MAPPINGS 
As in the Introduction we define a(z) = 1 - ePi and b(z) = log( 1 + z) (the 
principal value, with argument <n). For a given z, we define sequences by 
iteration: a, = a,(z) = a(~,- 1(z)), al(z) = u(z), and similarly for b,(z). For 
suitable initial values (specified below in Lemmas 1, 2, 3) we shall show 
that u,(z) and b,(z) + 0 as n -+ co. We establish asymptotic relations for 
a;’ and 6;’ and these enable us to construct the required functions f, 
and f2. 
The major difficulties are encountered in the case of a,: we deal with 
these first, and describe the corresponding results for b, in less detail. 
Let H denote the half plane {z: Re z > 0): this is mapped by u(z) into 
the circle {z: Iz - 11 < 1 }. The points z = x + iy which map into H are given 
in case JyJ < 7r/2 by x 2 log cos y; when z/2 < lyl,< 37c/2 all points map into 
H. The periodicity of u(z) shows that this picture is repeated at vertical 
intervals of 2ni-we assume this without comment from now on. We 
shall be particularly interested in the point z0 = --to + iyo defined by 
O<y,< z/2, a(~,)= i(3n/2) so that to= 1.5722 . .. . y,= 1.3617 . .. . and in the 
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function #r(t) = ct2 log( 1 + l/t), where c = 1.1190 . .. is chosen so that 
br(t,,) = y,. These are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. 
We can now state our main theorem on the mapping a(z). 
THEOREM 1. Let E, = (z=x+iy: JyJ <nandx>logcosyiflyJ <n/2), 
and, with the notation explained in the previous paragraph, let 
Let Dl=uneL {(E,uE,)+2nS}. ForallzED1 we have 
(i) a,(z) + 0 as n + 00, and 
(ii) 2/a,(z) = n + (l/3) log n + g,(z) + O((log n)/n), where the order 
term is uniform on compact subset of D, and so g, is analytic on D,. 
Note (a). It is not claimed that the constant c in the definition 4, is 
best possible: indeed it can certainly be decreased a little without ~$4,) 
intersecting the curve x = log cos y when 3n/2 < y 6 27~. However, the order 
of magnitude of dl, t* log t as t + 0, is at least close to best possible, since 
one can show that a circle tangent to the x-axis (where the order is t2) is 
__- -----,~~ 5P2 
FIGURE 1 
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FIGURE 2 
mapped by a(z), in a neighbourhood of the origin, to points outside itself. 
Using Fatou’s method of constructing a parabolic arc and then inverting 
with respect to the origin one obtains the order t3’2: we are able to improve 
on this result only because of the explicit nature of the mapping function. 
Of course some restriction on the shape of D, is required since there are 
many points near the negative real axis which are mapped onto x + 2nzi, 
n E L, n # 0, x ~0, and hence their iterates go to -co. However, the 
detailed study of the iterates in such complicated regions is more a matter 
of topological dynamics than of analysis-see [4], for instance-we are 
content to exclude them from the domain offi. 
COROLLARY 1. Let R, = {z: 1 -z/e~D,}. Then fi(z) = g,(l -z/e) is 
analytic, satisfies the functional equation (3) throughout R, (and in 
particular for Re z < e), and has period 2nie. 
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Note (b). We may evidently add any constant to fi and still have a 
solution of the functional equation: for instance, we may require that 
fi(0) = 0, or that fr(x) --t 0 as x +CYJ. In Section 3 we calculate numerical 
values for fi as defined in Corollary 1, and use the functional equation as 
a check on the accuracy. However, even with some such normalization the 
solution is not unique, for if f is a solution, then so is f+ 4 of where 4 is 
any entire function of period 1 (for instance, sin 27~). 
The corresponding results for the mapping b(z) are easier to state: 
THEOREM 2. Let D, = C \ ( - 00, 01. Then for z E D, we have 
(i) b,(z) --) 0 as n + co, and 
(ii) 2/b,(z) = n - (l/3) log n -g,(z) + O((log n)/n), where the order 
term is uniform on compact subsets of D,, and thus g, is analytic on D,. 
COROLLARY 2. Let R2= UZ\( -00, e]. Then f*(z)=g,(z/e- 1) is 
analytic on R, and satisfies the functional equation (3) for ZE R2 and 
\Im zI < 7ce = 8.5397 . . . . (Thus f2 is not periodic.) 
Note (c). Since C contains non-real roots of the equation ezie = z (the 
nearest of which to the origin is at 8.3963 .. . + i 20.2824 . ..) we cannot expect 
the functional equation for fi to be valid without additional restrictions. In 
Corollary 1, such points are already excluded from R 1. 
Before we prove Theorem 1, we make some preliminary deductions 
about the mapping a(z). 
LEMMA 1. Let z=x+iy, x>O, O< y<f~ Then 
(i) O<Ima(z)<Imz, 
(ii) 0 < Arg a(z) < Arg z, and 
(iii) if 0 < y < x, then also 0 < Re a(z) < Re z. 
(Since the image of H is {z: )z - 1 I f 1) the restriction to 0 < y < 42 is no 
loss of generality, Corresponding results hold for 0 > y > -7cJ2.) 
Proof: (i) Wehavea(z)=l-e-“cosy+ie-“siny,andso 
Im a(z) = e px sin y < y. 
(ii) To show Arg a(z) < Arg z we want 
e -Xsin y y 
1 -ePXcos y<G’ 
or equivalently eKX(x sin y/y + cos y) < 1. 
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For fixed y, put p = sin y/y, y = cos y, so 0 < y < p < 1. The maximum of 
e +(px + q) is attained when x=.x, = 1 -q/p and this maximum is 
p=e ” as required. 
(iii) Rea(z)=l-e ’ cos 1% is less than Re z =x if e ’ cos y > 1 -.Y, 
which is trivial if x > 1: otherwise y < cos ’ {e’( 1 - x)} is required. 
However, e-‘( 1 -x) < cos x for x > 0 (this results from integrating the 
inequality xe”> sin x) and hence 0 <y < x is sufficient for the result to 
hold. 
LEMMA 2. Let zO= -1.5722 . . . + i 1.3617 = -t,+ iy, satisfy 1 --e ‘” 
= 3ni/2. For 0 < t Q t,, let #i(t)=ct’log(l+ l/t) where c= 1.1190... is 
chosen so that fjl(to) = y,. Let 42(t) = cos-‘(e-I) 6 [0,42]. Then the image 
ofS1= {z=x+iy: -t,<x<O, d,(-x)<y<&(-x)} under themapping 
a(z) is contained in S, = {x + iy: -t, d x d 0, d,(x) 6 y 6 3x/2} (see Fig. 2). 
Prooj Writing z = --t + iy, we see at once that all points in S, have 
Im(a(z)) = e’ sin y G era sin y, = 3n/2. Since the graph of d2 is mapped onto 
the imaginary axis, and the segments x = const. onto circles with centre at 
z = 1, it is sufficient to show that the graph of bi is mapped into S,. 
Moreover, the part of the graph of d1 with 1 < t < t, lies in the region 
cos y < (1 + t) e--’ which is where Re( 1 - e-‘) > Re z; consequently we 
need consider only the part of the graph with 0 d t G 1. 
Suppose then that y = cjl(t), 0 d t d 1, and that 
a(z)=l-ePZ= --u+io, 2.4 = e’ cos y - 1, u = e’ sin y, 
Then the result to be proved is that u > d,(u), or equivalently 
e’sind,(t)>d,(e’cos y- 1). 
By our construction 0 < e’ cos y - 1 < e’ - 1, and the inequality sin x > x - 
$x3 is elementary: hence it is sufficient to prove that e’il(t)(l - t #,(t)2) > 
#i(e’- l), or that 
>c(e’- 1)2 log 6 
( > 
for O<t<l. 
This rearranges as 
< 1 _ 2(cosh t - 1) log{e’/(e’- l)} 
t2 log( 1 + l/t) 
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For 0 < t < 1 we have the elementary estimate 
To deal with the logarithmic terms we observe that an inequality of the 
form log(ef/(e’- 1)) < log((1 + t)/t) - 6t is valid on [0, l] for suitable 
positive 6. For instance, one easily shows that 
h(tj=log 
(1+ t)(e’- 1) 
te’ 
is positive and convex down on [0, 11, 
so that h(t) 2 th( 1 j = t log(2( 1 - e-l)) = (0.2344.. j t > 0.234t, and so 
log(e’/e’ - 1 j < log( (1 + t)/t) - 0.234t. 
Putting these estimates into (4) we see that it is sufficient o show that 
for which again it is sufficient that the left hand side should be less than 
(0.234t/log( 1+ l/t) - 5?/29), or on rearranging, that i c’( t log( 1 + l/t))’ + 
&t log( 1 + l/t) < 0.234 on [0, 11. But t log( 1 + l/t) is an increasing func- 
tion of t so we can simply check this when t = 1: on the left we get 
d c2(log 2j3 + & log 2 = 0.1890 .. . and the result is proved. 
Proof of Theorem 1. For ZEE~ (or any of its translates through 2n7ri), 
and Im z > 0, a, = a(z) will be in H and hence a2 = a(ai) will be in the disc 
Iz - 11~ 1. Part (i) of the lemma now shows that a can have no tixed point 
except 0 in any of these regions (for real x > 0, u(x) <x). Hence by (i) and 
(ii) a finite number of steps will make Arg a, < 1r/4, when (iii) applies to 
give a, + 0. (The result of (ii) below shows that the path followed as a, -+ 0 
approximates to the circle which is the image of the line y = Im f(z) under 
inversion). This proves part (i) of the theorem in case z E El, and Im z > 0. 
The proof is similar if Im z < 0. 
However, if z E E, then both Im a, and Arg a, are increasing functions of 
n for as long as a, remains in Ez (this is an anticipation of parts (i) and 
(ii) of Lemma 3 below since a( -z) is the inverse of b( -z)). But u(z) can 
have no fixed point in E2 and hence, by Lemma 2, a finite number of 
iterations will take u,~ from E, into E,, which we have already seen is 
sufficient to ensure that a, + 0. 
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For part (ii) we need the expansion 
1 1 1 I- -=-+-+ 1 ---.s B2r Zr 1 1 
--em” x 2 (2r)! 
’ 0 < l.Y/ < 271, 
r=, 
where B,, are the Bernoulli numbers, and we have the estimate 
()<(-l)r+’ B,,< 2 
(2r)! (2n)"(l-2'-") 
(see Cl, 23.1.151). 
Hence with z, = a; ‘, we have 
z n+, =(I --e-a”)-‘=zn+;+ f B2r 
r=, (lb)! (z,)'~~ ' 
=zn+;+9w, say. 
If (z( > 1 we have the estimate 
lWlSj+ z &Gj+ z & i- 1 r- 1 
4 1 
=IzI (4n’-1)<912. 
(5) 
For a given z and C)E (0, 4 n) let A(z, 0) denote the sector 
{u: IArg(u - z)l < S}, and let B = B(B, r) be the set of all points in C for 
which A(z, 0) n N(0, r) = 4, where N(0, r) = {z: IzJ < r}. 
By part (i) of the theorem, z,,, E B for some n,; if we choose B = 8, = 
sin-‘% and r= 1, then (5) and (6) (together with the evident fact that if 
z'~A(z, 0) then A(z’, 0) cA(z, 0)) show that z, is in B for all n>n,. 
We now make the following deductions successively from (5) and (6) 
(the hypothesis n 2 n, is implicit throughout): 
(4 Refz, +, - zn)>$-i=6,>0, and so 
lz,l~Re(z,)B6,n+c for some constant c. 
(b) From (5) we have by addition that 
z,=z,+; (n-n,)+y qqz,), 
“0 
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and from (a) and (6) the last term is less in magnitude than a constant 
multiple of log n, i.e., 
z”=; n+O(logn) as n+co. 
(c) We now remove the first term of d(z), to write 
where l$l(z)l = 0( IzI -‘) as n -+ co. 
From z, + 1 = z, + i + l/( 122,) + c$~(z,), we again have by addition that 
z,=z,+k (n-n,)+h “tl i+Hg’ q5,(z,). 
ml r w 
The term Cz0- ’ ( l/zr) we write as zzO- ’ (l/z, - 2/r) + X:0- ’ (2/r) = S, + s2, 
say. Here s1 =G:0-1 (2/rz,)(r/2-z,), and from (a) and (b) the terms 
(2/rz,)(r/2 - zr) = O(log r/r2) form an absolutely convergent series, while 
s,=2logn+O(l). 
Putting this information into (7) we obtain 
1 
--=zH=in+i logn+constant+O 
a,(z) 
=~n+J610gn+~g,(z)+0 
One can verify that the implied estimates hold uniformly for z in compact 
subsets of D,: for instance, if n, iterations are required to bring a,,(z) into 
a given region, then the same number will suffice for all points in a com- 
pact neighbourhood of z. But each a,,(z) is an entire function of z, so a;’ 
is analytic on D1 so g,, the uniform limit of 2/a,(z) - n - f log n, is analytic 
on D, also. This concludes the proof of Theorem 1. 
To prove the corollary, first observe that g, too satisfies a functional 
equation: putting a(z) for z E D, we obtain 
2 
----=n+~logn+g,(a(z))+o(l) 
a,(@)) 
2 
=----=(n+l)+flog(n+l)+g,(z)+o(l), 
%I+ 1(z) 
and so gIla( =g,(z)+ 1 for all z in D,. 
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Since D, is invariant under the mapping u, we see that if z E R, . 
1 -z/eEDi, then a(1 -z/e)= I -e”j’ ‘IED, and so e;“‘ER,. Hence for 
zeR,, 
,f,(ezle) = g,( 1 -e”” ‘) = g, (a(1-:)) 
=g, as required. 
The following is the analogue of Lemma 1 for the mapping b(z) = 
log( 1 + z). 
LEMMA 3. Let z=x+ iy, y>O, x>O. Then 
(i) 0 < Im b(z) < Im(z) 
(ii) 0 < Arg b(z) < Arg(z), and 
(iii) ifO<y<x, then also O<Reb(z)<Rez. 
Proof: Part (i) is immediate since Im b(z) = tan- ‘( y/( 1 + x)) d 
tan-‘y<y.Toprove(ii)putz+l=re”withr>l andO<@<rr/2. 
Then we want to show that o/log r < y/x, or equivalently since 
x + 1 = r cos 0, y = r sin 8, that (r cos 13 - 1) 0 < r log r sin 0, or 
sin 0 
:+logr - 
( > 6 
> cos 8. 
But l/r + c log r is minimum when l/r = c (here c = sin d/0 < l), and so we 
have to show that (sin 8/@( 1 - log(sin 0/S)) > cos 0, or 1 - @/tan 8 > 
log(sin 0/e), 0 < 8 < n/2, which is immediate since sin 8 < 8 < tan 8. 
For (iii) we observe that Re b(z) = 1 log(( 1 + x)~ + y’} and this is less 
than x if y* < e2X -(1+~)~.Bute~“-(1+~)~>~~forx>OsoO<y<xis 
sufficient. 
Proof of Theorem 2. For z in the first quadrant, the proof that b, -+ 0 
is like that given in Theorem 1 for (a,). 
Consequently, we need only show that that if z =x+ iy, x ~0, y > 0, 
then a finite number of iterations of b will bring b, into the first quadrant. 
If /z + 11 >, 1 then Re b(z) >O, so we need only consider z with 
O<lz+ 11 ~1, and y>O. Write z= -l+re”, O<r<l, O<B<n: then 
Im(b(z)) = Q > r sin 8 = Im(z) and indeed the difference 8 - r sin 0 > 
8 - sin 8 is also increasing while r < 1. Hence a finite number of iterations 
will make Iz + 11 2 1 as required. Evidently the same arguments can be 
used if Im z < 0, and so part (i) of the theorem is proved. 
For part (ii) we need the expansion l/log( 1 +x) = l/x + i+ 
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C,“=, cr(xrp’/r!), 0 < 1x1 < 1, which is obtained from the integral 
1; (1 + x)’ dt by termwise integration, whence c, = j: t( t - 1) . . . 
(t - r + 1) dt. It follows that c2 = -f, c3 = a, and generally (for r 3 2) 0 < 
(-1)‘.-’ (cr/r!) < (!A t(1 - t) dt) . ((2 . 3 . . ’ (r - l))/r!) = 1/(6r). Write 
w, = l/b,, so that 
1 
W”+l=log(l +b,) 
say. 
Then l+(z)1 <IX2 (Ic,l/r! Jzl’-‘)6& IX,?, IzJpr+l = 1/(12(~z~ - l))<h 
if Izl > 2. The remainder of the proof now follows as in Theorem 1: we out- 
line it only briefly. Let A(z, 0), B(r, 0) be the regions specified in the proof 
of Theorem 1: we see that if 8 = 9, = sin - ‘a and r = 2, then w, E B for all 
sufficiently large n. 
It follows that Re(w, + i - w,) > $ - &, that w, = fn + O(log n), and that 
W .+1=w,+~-1/(12w,)+0(w~2), since c2= -i. Hence w,=in- 
i log n - 4 g,(z) + U(log n/n), and the proof is concluded as before. 
Proof of Corollary 2. Since D2 is invariant under the mapping b, we can 
write 
&=n+ 1 -f log@+ l)-g2(z)+o(l) 
fl+1 
2 
=--=a-; n-g*(b(z))+o(l) 
Mb(z)) 
and consequently 
gztbtz)) = g,tlogtl + ~1) = g&) - 1 throughout D2. 
Now for UE R2=@\( --cc, e] put z=u/e- 1 ED,, and define f2(u)= 
g2tz) = g2tule - 1). 
Then the formal calculation that 
f2(&)=g2 ($- 1) =g2(e+-l - l)=gz(log(e”l’P1))+ 1 
=g2 
( > 
i-1 +l=f*(u)+l 
is valid provided that e”leE R2 and the principal logarithm of eu’e-1 is 
u/e - 1, for both of which the condition IIm U( < xe is sufficient. 
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Finally we mention that local expansions of j’, and fi near .Y = e can be 
obtained by inversion of the asymptotic expansions already obtained for 
a,(z), h,(z). For instance, it follows from the functional equation for g, 
that 
sl(%(--)) = g,(=) + fl 
and consequently writing a,(z) = t, g,(z) + n =-r, that 2/t = 2/u,,(z) = 
n + ) log n + gi(z) + 0( 1) as n + cc (or as t-+0). Hence 2/t = 
v+flog(y--g,(z))+o(l) and so y=g,(t)=2/t-f log(2/t)+o(l) as 
t + 0, or equivalently fi(x) = 2e/(e -x) - 4 log(2e/(e -x)) + 0( 1) as x -+ e 
through RI. 
As a check on the accuracy of Table I, this gives the value fi(2.7) = 
295.477 which is in the predicted interval. The corresponding result for fi 
is that fi(x) = 2e/(e - x) - f log(2e/(x - e)) + o( 1): in both cases further 
terms may be obtained if needed from the expansions obtained in Lemma 4 
below. 
TABLE I 
x f,(x) 
“Accelerated” 
value 
-1.0 1.375894682 1.375894195 
-0.8 1.438369085 1.438367919 
-0.6 1.509776021 1.509777064 
-0.4 1.591911595 1.591911360 
-0.2 1.687073631 1.687074475 
0.0 1.798248473 1.798249196 
0.2 1.929387521 1.929386998 
0.4 2.085827995 2.085826666 
0.6 2.274953772 2.274953406 
0.8 2.507272393 2.507271592 
1.0 2.798248944 2.798247693 
1.2 3.171597862 3.171592114 
1.4 3.665587462 3.665585349 
1.6 4.346143705 4.346141235 
1.8 5.337157109 5.337155108 
2.0 6.901637581 6.901628532 
2.2 9.711507734 9.711486762 
2.4 16.13833004 16.13823161 
2.6 44.68920445 44.68749315 
2.1 295.6527194 295.3942845 
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3. THE VALUES OFFS AND fi 
In this section we determine numerical values of fi and fi. The method 
is simply to put z = 1 - x/e (or x/e - 1, respectively) and use the asymptotic 
formulae for g, and g, which we have already found. 
Unfortunately the formulae in Theorems 1 and 2 give expansions which 
converge too slowly to be of practical use so we have to consider what 
improvements can be made. 
One possibility is to calculate values of the difference 
For example, 100 iterations give the value 1.003225 for fi( 1) -fi(0) whose 
true value is of course 1. All calculations were carried out to double 
precision as a precaution against the accumulation of rounding errors. 
We can then consider an appropriate accelerated convergence formula: in 
this case if a,=I+O(l/n), then I=(2a,~,cc,+,-a,(cr,_,+~~,+~))/ 
tLI+%+l -2a,). This gives an improved value of 1.00000531 for 
fi(l)--fl(o). 
However, it seems more natural to calculate f,(x) directly and for this 
we need further terms in the expansion (compare the method in 12, 
Sects. 8.5, 8.63 for the iterated sine). The results are as follows. 
LEMMA 4. Let a,(z), b,(z) be as in Theorems 1 and 2. Write Z,(z)= 
log n + 3g,(z), W,(z) = log n + 3g,(z). Then 
6) 2 -=n+i Zn+$-(Zn-t)---j-& (Z:--32.,+:) 
a,(z) 
3 
+o JS . 
( > n (9) 
The identity of these expansions up to sign is another consequence of the 
inverse property of a( -z) and b( -z). Thus it will only the necessary to 
establish one of them. 
We begin with a technical lemma which we need to deal with the sums 
which arise in the proof of Lemma 4. 
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LEMMA 5. (i) For any polynomial P und c > 0 tr’e hate 
I 
% 
e “P(t) dt = c L” 1 C’ ’ ‘P”‘(u). 
u , z 0 
(ii) Let $(n) = log n + b and 4(n) = (G(n))” n “‘, where k 3 0, m 3 2 
are integers and b is any real constant. Then 
Proof: Part (i) is immediate on repeated integration by parts. For (ii) 
we use the Euler-Maclaurin formula in its simplest form to give 
C,“=, 4(r) = .fn” 4(t) df + 0(4(n)), so we have only to evaluate the integral 
JXy; ;i~~~/;Y; ==&$, 0 + Wk e-‘” ~ I)’ dt. 
,-cm-1)log. 
L 
.To (m- l)-‘- 
l (Z>’ (t+h)*]t&gn 
which is the stated result. 
Proof of Lemma 4. We already know that 
2 1 
-=n+-ZZ,+u, say, 
a, 3 
where U, = O(log n/n), and that 
2 2 
-=y+l+;a.,-&) 
a 
a;f + O(ai5), 
n+l n 
which is equivalent to (5). 
If we substitute for a, and a,, i in this expansion we obtain 
n+lf~Z,+,+u.,,, 
and thus 
u,--u,+1 =; (Z”,l 
(log n 1’ -z,)-;+$+o -g-- 
( > 
=;(-&)+-G+o(e?y) 
since Z, + , -Z,=log(l+ l/n). 
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If we now sum from n to infinity, and use Lemma 5(ii) with Z, = 1,9(n) 
we find 
iogn ’ 
u,= -k+$ (Z,+l)+O - 
( ) n 
Hence 2/a,, = n + f Z, + $n(Z, - 4) + u, say, where u, = O(log n/n)‘. The 
same substitution as before gives 
n+l+iZ.,,+ & (zn+l-;)+u,,l 
=n+fZn+h ZH-i +u,+l 
( > 
+A.: {I+$+& (Z~-~)+~}-‘-~.~+O(n-‘), 
and, after some simplification, that 
1 
un-iJ,+l= -- 
27n3 [ 
z:-4zn+fJ+o(@y). 
Hence 
and so by the lemma 
as required to complete the proof of Lemma 4. 
The formula (8) without the error term can be regarded as a quadratic 
equation for Z, (and hence for g,) if a, is known-it has one spurious root 
which is very large, while the smaller root is the one we need. 
Table I gives this root for real values between - 1 and e. The last column 
is the result of applying the accelerated convergence formula quoted above: 
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since the rate of convergence is actually faster than 0( I/n) this will give an 
over-estimate of the error, and so we may reasonably assert that the true 
value is between the tabulated values. 
In particular notice the correspondence between the values of ,f;(O) and 
f,(l), and the agreement with the value of fi(2.7) found at the end of 
Section 3. 
Complex values of x may be treated in the same way. fl has period 2nei, 
so as a sample of values, we give in Table II the values of f,(x + i nei) and 
f,(x + nei) for x = - 1, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. 
As a check on the last column, the calculated value of f,(x + nei) has an 
imaginary part less than 10~~“. Also by comparison with Table I, we see 
that f,(mzi) = fi ( - 1) - 1 as predicted by the functional eqaution. 
We can use Eq. (9) to calculate f2 in the same way. Table III gives values 
of f2 on the interval 2.8 6 x < 10. 
It would be necessary to extend Table III to x= 21.7 to get f2(x) =O, 
and to e2’.7’e =2,930 to reach f2(x) = 1. 
4. THE CASE i = 1 
As mentioned in the introductory paragraph, the equation 
f(eX) =f(x) + 1 (10) 
has a solution which is analytic in a neighbourhood of the real axis, as was 
proved by Kessner in [6]. The construction in that paper does not enable 
numerical values to be calculated. 
The author has investigated the Taylor coefficients of f(x) expanded 
about the origin. Writing f(x) = C;” c,x” (with the normalization that 
f(0) = 0) we see at once that the coefficients must satisfy 
n 
TABLE II 
X 
-1 0.686914 0.387441 0.475642 
0 0.580968 0.519369 0.375894 
1 0.399156 0.649760 0.262248 
2 0.133582 0.724126 0.142399 
3 -0.171776 0.680614 0.027644 
4 -0.430587 0.507338 - 0.069607 
5 -0.583100 0.252004 -0.139778 
Refi(x + fnei) Im fi(x + $wi) f, (x + aei) 
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TABLE III 
x f,(x) 
Accelerated 
value 
2.8 - 67.92493 
3.0 - 20.28731 
3.5 - 7.608932 
4.0 -4.735949 
4.5 - 3.440559 
5.0 - 2.694064 
5.5 - 2.204223 
6.0 - 1.855718 
6.5 - 1.593671 
7.0 - 1.388553 
7.5 - 1.223020 
8.0 - 1.086194 
8.5 -0.9708935 
9.0 -0.8721790 
9.5 -0.7865367 
10.0 -0.7113952 
-67.92993 
- 20.28745 
- 7.608938 
-4.735945 
- 3.440602 
- 2.694061 
- 2.204219 
- 1.855730 
- 1.593607 
- 1.388639 
- 1.223022 
- 1.086221 
-0.9708596 
-0.8936059 
-0.7864775 
-0.7113443 
The non-uniqueness of f means that this system will have many solu- 
tions. However, if we truncate the system we obtain 
This truncated system can be solved numerically and the values so 
obtained appear to converge with increasing N; however, no proof of this 
is known. The polynomial PN(x) = C,“=, cijV)x” satisfies the functional 
equation (10) to machine accuracy (16 d.p.) when N= 40. 
Finally we observe that if we define x0=x, x, = ex”m’ (II B l), then the 
limit F(x) = lim, _ co {f2(xn) - IZ} exists, and gives a third example of a 
function which obeys (10): we hope to give some numerical values of this 
function in a future paper. There is an obvious consistency problem to 
determine the relationship (if any) between these solutions. 
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